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Many of us rely on technology more than we realize. It creates problem-solving tools that allow us to do more with our time. Think of most of the smartphones we carry with us, that is, cameras, watches and computers, as well as phones. Even technology we don't use every day, like sewing machines, has drastically changed the way we live. The technology industry is booming, and new innovations are
entering the market all the time. The time it takes for companies to be ready to preview new products is shorter than ever. As a consumer, it pays to do your research on which products are worth your hard earned money. Not all new releases will knock it out of the park the first time around. Many people find it useful to wait until after the product is launched to read reviews before buying. Although there are
those who revel in the queue for midnight releases. Sometimes it's exciting to be the first to own something in itself. Researching and coming technology can be difficult, as the flow of information can be overwhelming. Facty is your tool to solve that problem. For the latest in gaming, wearable technology, survival technology and smartphones; This is the place to turn. Find out what you need to hear for the
future. Agriculture is important because it is necessary to maintain human and sometimes wildlife. Agriculture supplies a civilization with the food needed to nourish the population and let it continue to flourish. According to the website UK Agriculture, there are several growing trends in agriculture. Food security and self-sufficiency, food quality, the economy, the environment and climate change and the
land used to grow crops are all areas farmers are working on to improve crops and feed more people. Food safety and self-sufficiency deal with the ability to deliver food to a region that does not depend on supplies from other parts of the world. Food quality is not only about a consumer's subjective taste, but also applies to following standards that ensure that food is safe for consumption. In some parts of
the world, agricultural jobs are declining, but it is still a sector that employs many people full-time or part-time. It is especially important to provide income in rural areas. Agriculture is an industry that has adapted to climate change and environmental changes. Crop growers have implemented techniques such as recycling farm waste and returning them to the country to save resources. All agriculture
requires space and land. There is growing awareness of balancing the need for new land versus preserving nature. Dussehra 2020: How to download and send WhatsApp StickersDussehara or Vijayadashmi is here, and just like any other festive season most people must have started searching for a way to send wishes to friends and family. In addition to emoticons, GIFs or regular text messages, you can
also send Dussehra WhatsApp stickers. Conversations on WhatApp gets permanent mute button: How it worksInstant messaging app WhatsApp has finally rolled out support permanent permanent notifications for a chat. The company announced the support forever mute chat through its official Twitter account. The Always option has replaced the '1 year' option that used to appear. Now WhatsApp users
get three timeframes to mute notifications about a chat, which is 8 hours, 1 week and always. How to mention a contact in Google DocsGoogle recently added a new Mention feature to the word processing service. Using the new feature, users can now name or link another user right from their contact list to Google Docs. Users can choose to share the document with the aforementioned person in
Documents. How to use this feature. How to enable and customize the back tap gesture feature on iOS 14The recording motion feature on iOS 14 allows users to assign specific commands and run them with double or triple taps on the back of the phone. Read on to know how to enable and customize them on devices running iOS14.How to create a simple green screen for Zoom calls in less than Rs 250If
you have a background that you would rather not display on a Zoom call, then the best thing to use is the virtual background feature. However, this effect won't work effectively if you don't have a uniform, high contrast color — like a light blue or green — behind you. You can now search a song by huling, so the Google search app now lets users hubble a song to it and search the song without even
remembering a single word of it. Wondering how? Follow our step-by-step instructions: How to change Airtel broadband planAirtel recently began offering unlimited data across all of its broadband plans to give other market participants a run for their money. The company also announced a cheaper Rs 499 plan with a reduced speed of 40mbps, unlimited data and rings. So, if you want to change your
broadband plan, you can do it here. How to use new password protection feature on your smartphones Later this week, Google rolled out a new feature in your browser — Chrome — to tell smartphone users about the passwords they use have ever been leaked online. How to permanently mute a chat on WhatsAppafter the latest update, the app now replaces the 1 year mute option with Always. Selecting
the option will mute the chat forever. Read on to know how to mute a chat permanently on the WhatsApp.Go classic with Instagram on its 10th birthday, here howThe new Easter egg feature allows users to choose from several different Instagram icons from the past, including the iconic first and use it as the default Instagram logo. Wondering how to do it? Follow our step-by-step guide: How to use the
background blur feature on Google Meet to hide the messy backdropGoogle has finally added the background blur feature to the meet video conferencing and collaboration tool so users can erase the background to hide their surroundings. Read on to know how to use this feature. How to listen on Amazon Echo devicesAlexa-enabled smart speakers can do many things control smart home devices, play
music, notifications, and more. Alexa devices also allow users to tune into their favorite podcast show. Alexa supports podcast streaming from multiple service providers, and how to connect them and start listening. Amazon Alexa gets new privacy controls: How to use them on smart speakersAmazon has announced new privacy controls for Alexa, the smart voice assistant that powers its smart speakers.
Users can now configure their Amazon smart speakers in a way that it never stores voice recordings.iOS 14: How to configure the default email and browser appIf you come from an Android smartphone, this may not be a deal breaker, but for iOS users this is among much-needed and long-awaited features. Read together to know how to change the default email and browser app on iPhone or iPad running
iOS 14 and iPadOS 14, respectively. How to add an international phone number on WhatsAppWith international contacts, users need to create a new contact and save the phone number in front of the '+' symbol to add a contact to WhatsApp. Here's how to do it. How to use a smartphone to find your parked car Do you always have trouble remembering how exactly you have parked your car inside a
shopping mall? Google Maps can help you remember your parked car and also navigate to it. How to win up to Rs 1 lakh as a reward by playing Tez Shots games on Google PayGoogle Pay Tez Shots game is back on the app during this ongoing IPL season. The technology giant offers cash rewards between Rs 35 to Rs 1 lakh and other rewards when completing the milestones. Offer ends on June 6,
2018. How to set up and start using Amazon Echo devicesHere is how to set up Echo devices and start using it. How to use picture-in-picture mode in iPhonePiP mode allows users to watch videos in a small pop-up window while they can navigate through the interface or use other apps for that matter. Here's how to use it. Such video call 49 people on Google MeetGoogle recently rolled out support to see
up to 49 people simultaneously on Google Meet. However, is disabled by default, and you must enable it manually. If you're wondering how to do it, here are the steps: The independent, reliable guide to online education for over 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved colleges, LLC All Rights Reserved 7 Small-Cap Tech Stocks that pack a PunchSmall-cap technology stocks may be a
rollercoaster ride to hold, but their oversized upside potential makes them worth exploring. What's next for StocksCoronavirus and your money Bulls aren't ready to end the party, but don't expect it to be all fun and games. A guide to streaming servicescompetition is growing. It gives you more choices – and a chance to save money. Back to school, Ready or NotThis Florida teacher's school let families
choose distance learning or Classes. Back to school 2020: The top 10 laptops for studentsWith hundreds of laptops to choose from, Wildly varying abilities and price tags, we found the top 10 laptops for students in 2020.If you use cash less often, you are part of a TrendPandemien speeds up the use of digital payments. Cash In With This Gaming ETFCash in on video game craze with this fund.13 Things
that may soon disappear forever (The Pandemic Edition) Emerging technologies (and now the COVID-19 pandemic) put an end to these familiar elements and practices. Bitcoin Halving: What does it mean for investors? Mining' for this cryptocurrency just became much more expensiveBest video apps to stay in touchWe rank five video chat platforms for ease of use and security features. Another COVID19 offering: Touchscreen consumers will look at everything they're asked to touch, leading to an increase in app usage and other options to contact public screens. Protect your smartphone with your credit cardBefore you shell out extra money on insurance for your mobile device, check if your credit card benefits include coverage. New tech ideas for aging WellDevices may outweigh the difficulties aging
adults face with daily tasks while helping caregivers. Drone delivery gets closer to realityWhat is it up in the sky? A bird? A plane? no, only the pharmacy order.19 Best values in Tech Gifts for holidays, 2019With the first snow of the season in the rearview mirror, and Black Friday and Cyber Monday trending on Twitter, you know it's that time of year again... Yahoo when data breach settlementMore than 3
billion Yahoo account holders were affected by computer hacks, which occurred between 2012 and 2016. And a $117.5 million settlement has b... Protecting your privacy in the wake of FaceAppRevelations about FaceApp has revived debate about how to protect your data. The best personal finance websites, apps and software of 2016Get a jump on your 2017 economy with these solid financial tools and
games.11 Best laptops for students, 2019Return to school has always been an expensive proposition (all the small items quickly add up), but the portable era - where a reliable digital ... Use Financial Apps to track expenses in retirementStart to keep track of where nest eggs really go with your smartphone.15 Best tech gifts for dads on Father's Day Are you ready for Father's Day? Find a laptop that suits
youIf you're upgrading, you don't need to use a package to get what you need. Need.
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